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■ That their actions will give the
major transport companies in Austra-
lia an unfair and unethical advantage
over their competitors,

■ That their actions will lead to
marriage breakdowns, divorce, bank-
ruptcies, suicides,

■ That their actions will be detri-
mental to the economy of Australia,

■ That their actions will cause
distress and undue hardship on
members of the Australian public,

■ That their actions will lead to
massive unemployment in a variety
of industries across Australia, and
also,

■ That their actions are uncompet-
itive and against the Trade Practices
Act.
■ Peter Schubac,

Goodger

China lighthouse
on Spratly Islands
CHINA has built a lighthouse on the
Zhubi reef, in the Spratly Islands.

It was officially opened for service
on April 5 and is the first of five China
is planning to build to monitor and
guide the shipping that carries tril-
lions of dollars of cargo through this
area annually. The structure is 55
metres high and is capable of show-
ing a light 12 miles out to sea.

To my knowledge, this has not
been reported in the western media.

America is now calling for a regime
change in China – when the world
should be calling for a regime change
in America; a country who has pollut-
ed the planet with its military/in-
dustrial complex.
■ Archie Riddell

Rockhampton

The lighthouse on Zhubi Reef in
the South China Sea.
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■ GRATFUL. Ergon contractors
have now put an order in place
that in the future they will notify
us personally as we did not re-
ceive any notification. Also they
will not cut our tree in the future
without us being home to super-
vise. The contractors are now
going to come back and fix our
trees. Thank you.

■ ANDREW. Ref to Friday's text
about why doesn't tort paper have
a use by date on it from GTF did it
break and you got a dirty finger

■ RM ST LAWRENCE. I have no
sympathy whatsoever for the 60
minutes team,you reap what you
sow. I lost all respect for Ch.9
when they crucified Cameron
Smith,in an act of pure bastardry
that had little if anything to do
with the truth. 60 minutes teams
can't keep their noses out of other
peoples business and apparently
will do anything for a story. Bad
enough to do it at home,indefen-
sible when in another country.
Hopefully they will score a decent
penalty......then someone else can
shove a mic and camera in their
faces and ask 'em how they feel!

■ T RTON. I donate to many
worthwhile Qld charities and I
understand that they might swap
my contact details with others and
that s why I m getting contacted
by many NSW and Victorian char-
ities I ve never had anything to do
with. But today s letter takes the
cake. A plea to donate money to
an animal welfare charity to take
stray and mistreated dogs off the
streets in cities in Romania. When
Romania starts supporting animal
welfare in Capricornia, I ll think
about it.

■ ROCK. This second ref and
bunker is open for corruption as
seen thurs night. Silvertails are
the best at it. Dont worry about
royal commissions into the banks.
Start with NRL.

■ NATF. The korbin Sims in-
cident with the extra ball looked to
be wrong and it was. The ruling
should have been a penalty to the
Tigers. I do not care if there is not
a specific rule to cover such an
incident common sense should
have prevailed. Oh by the way I do
not support either team involved.

■ SF. Murri court reopened.
They may of been the original
inhabitants of Oz, if they want to
live in our society, abide by our
laws.

■ RICHARD BERSERKER. Hey
Leisa - we don't need a faster
fairer NBN - we just need the
NBN! I doubt the thousands in
Rocky that can't even get Broad-
band would be upset about get-
ting the NBN years before Labor's
Gold Plated version! 25mb/sec is
still 25 times faster than ADSL!

■ MOOSE, DEPOT HILL. break-
ing news.Sydneys anz stadium to
get a 700 million dollar upgrade-
.Townsville can kiss their new
stadium goodbye and Rock-
hamptons stadium and convention
centre likewise unless the money
comes from state government.
Editor’s note: The NSW money is

from State.
■ FT, YEP. to Al Byrnand THB

13th. inst. Firstly I say how much I
appreciate your colunn& letters,
but this one you were a grumpy
old you know what. May be you
should have given up driving, you
only seem to see the 1 bad driver
& quite obviously miss the plea-
sure of seeing the many good &
courtious.

■ ROD. The female in the red
Hyundai Elantra driving on Ri-
chardson road on Thursday @ 2.45
pm, do you always drive with a
make-up case in your left hand
while applying make-up in your
right hand. Your the type of people
that causes accidents.

■ ROCK. has anyone else not-
iced ergon slight of hand,the 20
dollar charge meter reading and
maintenance was in the surcharge
of 106 dollars but because of
transparency the moved so you
could see it,only thing is the sur-
charge didn't drop 20 dollar's
scam

■ WB MOURA. for safety sake
how about a zebra crossing at the
kraken water park? And perhaps
some more fencing?

■ EL. the YEPPOON LIONS CLUB
who have done most of the work
& did not get a mention in your
write up in local paper re WRECK
POINT

■ NCN MT CHALMERS. Yes we
are livingstone shire council again.
Drive around mt Chalmers and the
roads are goat tracks again. But I
guess we all knew it would hap-
pen

Livingstone Council spokesper-
son’s response: LSC has the same
managers and crews that operat-
ed in that area during the amalga-
mated council. Service and main-
tenance levels have in no way
been reduced however additional
capital expenditure has been put
into floodway construction and
improvements in the Mount Chal-
mers-Cawarral area over the past
two Budgets.

■ ANON. Of course there are a
lot of snakes around. Not being
able to kill them, they are breed-
ing in plague proportions.

■ RATEPAYER @ R’TON. Marga-
ret promised pound parvo quaran-
tine facilities in Feb. Now April still
not done. Why does TMB refuse to
hold this council to public ac-
count?

■ HAVE YOUR SAY: Finally
many people will be aware of the
Saturday public consultation in EP
about Fisherman's Beach pro-
posed boat ramp. Have you say
against (or for) on this very impor-
tant community issue. Once a
project is done it can’t be undone.

SMS the Editor on 0428 634 025 with the word ROCK
and a space in front of your message.

Grateful says
Ergon will fix
their tree and
notify them so
they are home
supervise.
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HARRY’S VIEW

will find less and less money is
available, your local members
will have no reason to support
you and you will lose your jobs.”

Now the thing is, you can’t
achieve important things through
talkfests. Someone has to strap
their balls on, champion the
cause and be prepared to cop the
flak.

Saying that you support an
international airport, but that it
won’t happen “for a long time”
shows a distinct lack of balls.

Marshalling and pushing the
required resources and
committing to make it happen
within two years would be
evidence of very large balls
indeed.

Consider Bruce Diamond’s
relentless push to have a formal

oncology unit installed at
Rockhampton Hospital.

Taking on the very powerful
(then state minister for public
works) Robert Schwarten, took
serious balls, but now in
conjunction with the Wesley
Hospital, the unit is up and
running. At the time I thought
better transport for oncology
patients might be a workable
alternative, but this could not
have been a better outcome.

Consider Geoff Murphy’s
tireless and expensive efforts to
get an NRL team based in
Rockhampton. It’s not happened
yet, but he has been able to put
us on a national stage by getting
some very powerful people
interested in our region. Ballsy.

Consider Andrew Beaumont’s

efforts in almost single-handedly
transforming Rockhampton’s
skyline. If you know the
behind-the-scenes financing
machinations for the original
project (The Edge), Beaumont
should be in line for some sort of
testosterone prize.

People, I’m not going to relist
all my ideas that have appeared
in this newspaper and elsewhere
(some of which are well
researched and quite achievable).

And I don’t expect Petros
Khalesirad, Warren Acutt and
even some of the recent mayoral
candidates to repeat their
sometimes very good ideas.

Our little world is changing
and for their own good, it’s time
for our public servants to step up
and lead.

to step up and lead


